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Abstract
Recent attempts to develop and apply digital ethics principles to address the chal-
lenges of the digital transformation leave organisations with an operationalisation 
gap. To successfully implement such guidance, they must find ways to translate 
high-level ethics frameworks into practical methods and tools that match their spe-
cific workflows and needs. Here, we describe the development of a standardised 
risk assessment tool, the Principle-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA), as a means to close this 
operationalisation gap for a key level of the ethics infrastructure at many organisa-
tions – the work of an interdisciplinary ethics panel. The PaRA tool serves to guide 
and harmonise the work of the Digital Ethics Advisory Panel at the multinational 
science and technology company Merck KGaA in alignment with the principles 
outlined in the company’s Code of Digital Ethics. We examine how such a tool can 
be used as part of a multifaceted approach to operationalise high-level principles 
at an organisational level and provide general requirements for its implementation. 
We showcase its application in an example case dealing with the comprehensibility 
of consent forms in a data-sharing context at Syntropy, a collaborative technology 
platform for clinical research.

Keywords Digital ethics · Operationalisation of ethics · Ethical guidelines · 
Ethical panels · Informed consent
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1 Introduction

The pace and nature of the ongoing digital transformation present societal and ethi-
cal challenges that require practical guidance in various societal contexts, including 
business settings. Rich and varied troves of data continue to accrue, while the algo-
rithms used to mine this data grow increasingly sophisticated. Rapid innovation in 
the scope and performance of digital technologies such as big data analytics, mobile 
and cloud computing, machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI) and complex net-
working of devices and their users is arguably changing how humans understand 
themselves, each other and the world around them (Floridi, 2014).

The advancement of digital technologies can impact various stakeholders, whose 
needs, values and perspectives may differ (Mittelstadt, 2019; Rudschies et al., 2021). 
In the business world, for example, digital technologies are transforming how com-
panies operate internally and externally, introducing novel ways to create revenue, 
improve business and transform industry processes (Kraus et al., 2021). The COVID-
19 pandemic has further accelerated this trend in recent years (Priyono et al., 2020). 
However, digital innovation must balance commercial interests, regulatory develop-
ments and uncertainties, and ethical and societal expectations to maintain the trust of 
customers and business partners.

Challenges range from privacy concerns to issues of bias, explainability, responsi-
bility and transparency (Borrego-Díaz & Galán-Páez, 2022; Buijsman, 2022; Mittel-
stadt & Floridi, 2016; Rochel & Evéquoz, 2021). To ensure that digital technologies 
benefit society and avoid harm, efforts have been made to identify ethical principles 
that should be safeguarded during the development, deployment and use of digital 
innovations (Floridi et al., 2018; Jobin et al., 2019; Fjeld et al., 2020; Hagendorff, 
2020), and many organisations have adopted ethics guidelines based on these prin-
ciples. Such guidelines offer a proactive solution for addressing digital ethics chal-
lenges when regulatory frameworks are slow to adapt to technical and business 
developments (European Commission, 2021; Gordon et al., 2021; Mökander and 
Floridi, 2022a). This can serve to foster trust, especially in industry settings where 
large amounts of potentially sensitive data are mined – for example in the science, 
technology, and medical sectors. By 2019, there were at least 84 documents propos-
ing principles or guidelines for AI ethics alone, with one-fifth of them developed by 
private companies (Jobin et al., 2019).

1.1 The Search for a Practical Approach to Ethical Challenges

Recent academic discourse also, however, increasingly recognises that principle-
based ethics guidelines must be translated into practice to become more than mere lip 
service. This requires operationalising high-level guidance to match an organisation’s 
structure, workflows and unique digital challenges (Floridi, 2019; Mittelstadt, 2019; 
Morley et al., 2020; Hickok, 2020; Blackman, 2020; Mökander et al., 2022b). Sev-
eral proposals to tackle this operationalisation have been made in academic literature 
and practical initiatives. Some approaches focus on external ethics-based auditing 
and certification frameworks to ensure that digital applications and the organisations 
that employ them meet ethical standards (Epstein et al., 2018; Saleiro et al., 2018; 
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AI Ethics Impact Group, 2020; Chmielinski, 2020; Cobbe et al., 2021; ForHumanity, 
2021; Poretschkin, 2021; Grellette, 2022; Mökander et al., 2021, 2022a; Zicari et al., 
2021; Floridi et al., 2022; Mökander & Floridi, 2021, 2022b). Others involve internal 
self-assessments and impact assessments to guide individuals and organisations to 
explore the ethical impacts of their digital endeavours, to ground decisions ethically 
and encourage appropriate evaluation, reflection and, where necessary, mitigation.

Tools may be applied at different stages in a project’s life cycle, i.e., at the busi-
ness and use-case development stage, in the design phase, during training and test 
data procurement, or while building, testing, deploying, or monitoring an application 
(Morley et al., 2020). They also differ in their complexity and specificity and in how 
they integrate into workflows. Some appear as simple checklists that can be used at 
multiple stages or be built directly into software (Deon, 2018; Keller et al., 2020; 
Open Data Institute, 2021). Other tools offer to automatically check code or data 
for ethically relevant issues such as bias (Epstein et al., 2018; Saleiro et al., 2018; 
Chmielinski, 2020; Wachter et al., 2021; Zorio, 2021). Yet other approaches involve 
training, workshops, or exercises for teams (Danish Design Center, 2021; Institute 
for the Future, 2018), and there are also comprehensive methodologies for assessing 
risks and identifying possible mitigations (High-Level Expert Group on AI, 2019; 
UN Global Pulse, 2019; Groves, 2022; UK Statistics Authority, 2022).

1.2 Current Practical Approaches and Their Limitations

Despite such a plenitude of tools, there often remains a substantial gap between their 
availability and successful implementation in practice. Analyses of this “principle-
to-practices” gap (Schiff et al., 2021) have led to complimentary explanations and 
criticisms. Some address the suitability of the existing tools themselves, describing 
them as not actionable, “as they offer little help on how to use them in practice” (Mor-
ley et al., 2020). Many tools are designed to be used as a one-off and put too much 
emphasis on diagnosing ethical problems, with too little support on how to address 
them. Furthermore, not enough work has been done to subject the tools themselves 
to empirical evaluation (Morley et al., 2021a). The sheer number of available tools 
can also be problematic, as evaluating such an over-abundance and selecting the most 
suitable candidates puts a strain on people’s limited “time, attention, and cognitive 
capacity […], leading to search and transaction cost problems” (Schiff et al., 2021).

In addition, there is much diversity among digital endeavours and applications, 
with various actors involved, and different aspects of society affected. This complex-
ity makes it more challenging to implement ethical principles than in other fields, 
such as medicine, that are more narrowly focussed and clearly structured (Mittelstadt, 
2019; Schiff et al., 2021). Therefore, it is crucial to pay attention to specific organisa-
tional structures and practices when attempting to operationalise digital ethics. Fail-
ing to consider the most promising approach for each situation can lead to issues such 
as a lack of clarity regarding which systems and processes ethical principles ought to 
apply to (Mökander et al., 2022a), confusion around roles and responsibilities in their 
implementation (Morley et al., 2021b), or uncertainty about how to proceed when 
principles conflict with each other (Sanderson et al., 2021).
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These contributions highlight the importance of clear procedures that yet remain 
adaptable to specific contexts and insights generated during evaluation. Effective 
operationalisation needs to strike the right balance between making tools and meth-
ods too flexible and vague – and thus vulnerable to being misused for avoidance 
tactics such as “ethics shopping” or “ethics washing” (Floridi, 2019) – or too strict, 
and thus unsuitable to the dynamic complexities and specific contexts of digital ethics 
challenges (Morley et al., 2021a, b).

To achieve such a balance, it has been recommended that future operationalisa-
tion efforts should focus on organisational ethics and ethics as a process (Mittelstadt, 
2019) and be “continuous, holistic, dialectic, strategic and design-driven” (Mökander 
& Floridi, 2022b). They should involve several components such as independent 
multi-disciplinary ethics boards, ethics codes and individual practitioners (Morley et 
al., 2021a); and include explicit governance models to clarify responsibilities (Geor-
gieva et al., 2022). Any such strategies will have to be multifaceted, selecting and 
combining different tools and approaches to suit the specific situation as well as the 
organisation and its component bodies, teams and other structural and procedural 
specificities (Mökander et al., 2021; Morley et al., 2021a; Georgieva et al., 2022).

This means that a substantial amount of work remains to be done at the level of 
individual organisations. They need to identify and tailor suitable sets of tools, struc-
tures, and procedures to implement digital ethics in ways that fulfil both high-level 
principles and specific organisational requirements. The case has thus been made 
for more support of “bottom-up” AI ethics in the private sector (Mittelstadt, 2019) 
and the creation of more “worked examples” of how tools have been used to satisfy 
principles (Morley et al., 2020).

Surprisingly, the role of ethics panels in operationalising digital ethics has received 
little attention so far, despite their potential to serve as a central hub for the multifac-
eted efforts required. In other fields, such as business ethics (Schultz & Seele, 2023) 
and medical ethics (Véliz, 2019), multidisciplinary ethics committees have played 
crucial roles in developing, implementing and upholding ethical principles, espe-
cially when such panels include expertise and experience in ethical reasoning and 
deliberation (Blackman, 2021). Ethics panels may take an active role in formulating 
and adapting guidelines and policies suited to their specific organisation, offer practi-
cal guidance for their application, and educate both internal and external audiences 
(Véliz, 2019). They can also integrate different perspectives, both through an inter-
disciplinary set-up and by engaging with different internal and external stakeholders 
(Schultz & Seele, 2023).

Yet, while several companies have set up digital or AI ethics boards in recent years, 
for example, SAP (SAP, 2018), IBM (IBM, 2019) and Orange (Orange, 2021), there 
is limited information available on how such bodies may work to bridge the opera-
tionalisation gap. Only the work of a few digital ethics panels has been submitted to 
systematic analysis, among them Meta’s Oversight Board (Wong & Floridi, 2022) 
and Microsoft’s AETHER Committee (Newman, 2020). Open questions remain as to 
how ethics panels can make an effective contribution to implementing digital ethics 
(Sandler et al., 2019; Schuett et al., 2023) rather than, for instance, merely appear as 
window dressing in “ethics washing” attempts, especially if their recommendations 
are not binding. There is also surprisingly little information available on how panel 
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work may be structured to ensure ethical issues are analysed in a fair, reliable and 
transparent manner, and what can be done to avoid arbitrary decisions or interpreta-
tions that are largely influenced by personal intuition (Hirsch et al., 2021).

1.3 The Principle-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA) as an Answer to the Operationalisation 
Challenge

This paper seeks to address the issue of how ethics panels can contribute to the reli-
able and transparent implementation of digital ethics in their organisation. It does 
so by identifying general requirements for effectively connecting ethics panel work 
to both digital ethics principles and practical problems. We argue that digital ethical 
panels and companies should be linked through structural measures to avoid the risk 
that an ethics panel will form an isolated entity within the company. We discuss some 
best practices on how such links can be facilitated and illustrate them by describ-
ing the development of a standardised risk assessment tool, the Principle-at-Risk 
Analysis (PaRA), to aid the work of the interdisciplinary digital ethics panel at the 
multinational science and technology company Merck. By sharing how the PaRA 
tool was devised and providing a worked example of the tool’s application in a case 
concerning medical data sharing, we show how a structured approach to ethics panel 
work can help to operationalise high-level principles at an organisational level.

We begin by introducing Merck’s ongoing efforts to operationalise digital ethics. 
We then examine operationalisation requirements at the level of a digital ethics panel 
and present the design of the PaRA tool as a means to guide and harmonise panel 
work in alignment with relevant ethical principles. Next, we showcase the tool’s 
application in an example case that concerns the comprehensibility of consent forms 
in a data-sharing context. Finally, we discuss the implications and generalisability of 
this work and provide an outlook on future steps.

2 Merck and the Digital Ethics Challenge

Originating as a pharmacy in the 17th century in Darmstadt, Germany, Merck has 
since grown to a large and interdisciplinary multinational organisation, residing in 66 
countries, operating across three business lines – healthcare, life sciences and elec-
tronics – and employing more than 60,000 people (Merck, 2022). Merck has a strong 
commitment to responsible entrepreneurship (Oschmann, 2018) and has been proac-
tively seeking ethical guidance for its businesses, most prominently in the biomedical 
field which, like the digital sphere, tends to progress rapidly beyond the scope of cur-
rent regulation. Here, the Merck Ethics Advisory Panel for Science and Technology, 
a group of external academic experts from the fields of biology, medicine, bioeth-
ics, philosophy, and law, has since 2011 been guiding the company’s healthcare and 
life science endeavours in ethically sensitive areas of regulatory uncertainty such as 
genome editing and stem cell research.1

1  For an example of the guidance provided by the panel see Sugarman et al., 2018.
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Like many other companies, Merck has in recent years undergone significant digi-
tal transformation both internally and in its business development. Its digital projects 
span across drug discovery, supply chain integrity protection and human resources 
(Merck, 2020), to the services offered by Syntropy, a joint venture between Merck 
and Palantir that specialises in integrating healthcare data from different sources into 
a collaborative technology platform for clinical research (Merck, 2020).

Seeking a robust digital ethics strategy, Merck created a digital ethics panel com-
posed of external experts in digital ethics, law, big data, digital health, data governance 
and patient advocacy (Merck, 2021). The Digital Ethics Advisory Panel (DEAP) 
meets at least four times a year to discuss ethical issues related to digital projects at 
the company. Additional ad hoc sessions are scheduled if needed, for example in case 
of urgent questions. According to its charter, the DEAP is responsible for (1) provid-
ing guidance on specific ethical questions related to data and algorithmic systems 
raised at Merck; (2) evaluating scenarios for ethical risk mitigation proposed by the 
business units based on panel guidance and offering feedback for their implementa-
tion; (3) providing a forum for discussing and evaluating new company policies with 
ethical impact, as well as Merck’s existing ethical principles and policy papers; and 
(4) proactively advising Merck on relevant developments and emerging areas of dis-
cussion on digital ethics.

For its inaugural work, the DEAP developed a Code of Digital Ethics (CoDE) 
based on a framework of 20 digital ethics principles (Becker et al., 2022). Follow-
ing analysis of both the academic discourse on digital ethics and a wide selection 
of existing ethics guidelines, the aim was to establish a versatile pattern-based tool 
that would lend itself to operationalisation across the full spectrum of the company’s 
digital activities. After adopting the CoDE, Merck charged the DEAP with the dual 
responsibility of upholding these principles in their own work and ensuring that they 
are being upheld more broadly across the company’s activities.

Although the CoDE was designed with operationalisation in mind, there remains 
much work to be done to effectively implement it and integrate it into Merck’s vari-
ous workflows. This will require satisfying the requirements outlined in the introduc-
tion by committing to design decisions based on the principles set out in the CoDE, 
establishing repeatable procedures, implementing appropriate oversight, and testing 
and refining these processes to ensure the reliability of ethical review in different 
situations and use cases. To roll out the CoDE at all levels of the company, several 
tools are under consideration. These include basic training for all employees, more 
advanced courses for teams working with data and algorithms and options for semi-
automated ethical risk assessments as part of existing software workflows.

Given the pivotal role of the DEAP in Merck’s digital ethics strategy, priority as 
a pilot project for operationalisation has, however, been given to the development of 
a procedure that harmonises and guides the DEAP’s sessions in alignment with the 
principles outlined in the CoDE. While ethics boards are as crucial for successful 
operationalisation (Véliz, 2019; Blackman, 2021; Morley et al., 2021a; Wong & Flo-
ridi, 2022; Schultz & Seele, 2023), most methods and tools discussed in Sect. 1 are 
aimed at individual professionals and teams or describe external auditing methods or 
project-based checks. They seldom address the specific role of an expert panel and 
how to best fit its work into the larger effort of applying ethical principles in a com-
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plex organisation. We therefore aimed to develop a tool that would be better suited to 
aiding and standardising the digital ethics panel’s work.

3 Putting Guidelines to Work: The Principle-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA)

Based on the preliminary analysis in the previous section, we examined what suc-
cessful operationalisation of ethics principles might look like at the level of ethics 
panel work. We identified a need for a framework that allows an ethics panel to 
consult ethics principles in a standardised yet appropriately contextualised way. The 
goals of such a framework should be to help the panel conduct structured discussions 
with consistent links to applicable principles, weigh principles against each other, 
identify key issues that the company may face if it does not address situations con-
flicting with the organisation’s principles, and propose mitigation measures and other 
recommendations. We now take a closer look at the requirements that should be met 
when developing such a tool and illustrate how we implemented these requirements 
in the development of the Principle-at-Risk Analysis tool as a specific aid for ethics 
panel work.

3.1 Requirements for Operationalising the Work of Ethics Panels with Ethical 
Principles

We propose three general requirements for the development of a standardised risk 
assessment tool. Firstly, it should provide clear cues to structure panel discussions 
in alignment with an organisation’s ethical guidelines, enabling the panel to system-
atically and reliably consider all ethical principles applicable in a given situation. 
Secondly, the tool should involve a transparent procedure for selecting and preparing 
problems, as well as applying ethical principles to specific problems. Thirdly, there 
should be an infrastructure within the company to provide adequate support to the 
panel in using the tool and to ensure effective communication between the panel and 
individual business units.

Concerning the first requirement, it will be helpful if an organisation’s digital 
ethics guidelines are both clearly defined and structured appropriately, so they can 
easily be considered in turn or in topically related clusters. There should also be a 
reliable mechanism to quickly identify those principles or guidelines that may be 
affected by the problem under consideration. Merck’s CoDE is already well suited 
to such operationalisation due to its structured framework, which consists of five 
core principles and 15 subsidiary principles mapped to these core principles. Such 
a framework provides a clear understanding of the relationships between principles 
and their reference to data or algorithmic systems. Each guideline of the CoDE trans-
lates one of these principles into statements that aid responsible decision-making in a 
business environment. However, the guidelines are sufficiently non-prescriptive and 
technology-agnostic to accommodate different perspectives and the diverse business 
contexts encountered at Merck (Becker et al., 2022). Such a structure facilitates reli-
able and systematic consideration of principles by anyone working with the code. 
Organisations with less structured ethics codes may consider creating additional doc-
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umentation to assist structured navigation through their guidelines. Given the limited 
time of an ethics panel, additional clear mechanisms for identifying those principles 
that are most likely at risk will also be useful to ensure that the panel can quickly 
focus on what is important. Merck’s Principle-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA) fulfils this by 
offering a standardised procedure, described in detail in Sect. 3.2, for assessing how 
principles may be affected or at risk in a given situation.

Regarding the second requirement, a standardised procedure also formalises a 
transparent process for applying principles to a specific problem. Such a process 
should meet two objectives: it should guide problem selection and preparation and 
provide a reliable method for checking a problem against all applicable guidelines. 
Screening and preparing topics is important to ensure that problems are suitable for 
the attention of an ethics panel. This involves determining whether a problem consti-
tutes a genuine ethical concern and defining the material scope of the issue (Mökan-
der & Floridi, 2022b; Mökander et al., 2022a). Some issues, for example, may be 
better addressed as legal or compliance questions, which could be handled by other 
departments within the company. The PaRA tool meets this first objective by dedicat-
ing an initial phase to problem selection and preparation, helping determine if the 
DEAP should discuss a topic or give priority to one of several suitable issues. To 
satisfy the second objective, the PaRA provides a formal procedure for checking a 
problem against all applicable guidelines, determining which principles are affected 
and at risk of being violated if Merck does not address the stated problem. The details 
of this procedure are described in Sect. 3.2.

With regard to the third requirement, a dedicated digital ethics support infrastruc-
ture will ensure that panel work can proceed effectively and that any recommenda-
tions will have the desired impact. A digital ethics service unit can serve as a first 
port of call for different business units, carry out problem selection and prepara-
tion, prepare structured inputs for panel discussions, document the process, and help 
effectively communicate outcomes. Merck’s Digital Ethics (DE) office provides such 
an infrastructure. The DE office serves as the initial contact point for any enqui-
ries related to digital ethics. Potential issues and problems for consideration by the 
DEAP are first reviewed by the DE team. They are responsible for implementing the 
formal parts of the PaRA and for documenting and communicating its results. Hav-
ing a dedicated DE office has the advantage of having a permanent point of contact 
for any digital ethics enquiries. The staff in such an office can build up sustainable 
skills in digital ethics and transfer them to others in the company through their net-
works. Other organisations may have, or create, different set-ups, such as data ethics 
or privacy officers within other central company departments or “hub and spokes” 
networks with staff possessing some digital ethics expertise placed in each business 
unit (Hirsch et al., 2021). Regardless of the specific set-up, clearly assigning respon-
sibilities for spotting ethical issues, bringing them to a panel and applying a tool such 
as the PaRA is important to ensure consistent examination of problems in alignment 
with the applicable guidelines.

The purpose of a tool like the PaRA is thus to guide both those who assess and 
prepare topics for consideration by a digital ethics panel, as well as the digital ethics 
panel itself, in ways that ensure close alignment with relevant ethical principles, aid 
consistency and reduce ambiguity. The tool should provide quality assurance and 
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standardisation in terms of how principles are assessed. Such a tool cannot make risk 
identification an automated process or resolve ethical issues on its own. Users of the 
tool still need to understand problem statements and relevant business contexts and 
engage in ethical reflection as they consider if and how principles are affected by the 
case at hand. The PaRA tool was designed with these criteria in mind and aims to 
spotlight issues related to the digital ethics code, help users systematically consider 
them, and encourage constructive discussion of digital ethics.

3.2 Design of the Principle-at-Risk Analysis tool

As there was no established method available to link ethics panel work to digital 
ethics principles according to the requirements identified in the previous section, we 
took an exploratory approach to design a customised tool to fill this need at Merck. 
Whilst the specific set-up chosen was tailored to Merck, we believe that a similar 
approach can work in most other organisations that seek to integrate their digital 
ethics guidelines more firmly into their ethics panel’s work. Based on our analysis, 
a suitable tool should firstly provide a reliable link between the business units con-
cerned, the support staff of the digital ethics team and the ethics panel. This can be 
achieved by specifying a clear workflow for the interaction between these groups. 
Secondly, the tool should be appropriately aligned with the organisation’s digital eth-
ics guidelines and enable the panel to discuss issues based on the relevant principles 
set out in these guidelines. Such an alignment can be created if the tool’s questions 
or checkpoints closely build upon these guidelines and incorporate all their key ele-
ments. The advantage of such approach is that the content of the principles of a code 
is precisely operationalised in the working process.

Given these two criteria, the PaRA tool was designed as an interactive question-
naire based on the content and structure of Merck’s CoDE, with several questions 
developed from the wording of each guideline (see Figs. 2 and 3). It comes with a 
manual that guides users through the entire process, indicating the required informa-
tion and outcomes at each step. To ensure the tool’s useability and the suitability 
of its output, the development process was iterative and considered feedback from 
questionnaire users, panel members and representatives of the involved business to 
adjust the input sheets, analysis steps and the presentation of the tool’s results. Other 
organisations can follow this example and adapt the workflow outlined below to their 
own setting.

The PaRA process consists of three phases: (1) preparation, (2) the actual princi-
ple-at-risk assessment, and (3) the generation of a report for guiding the digital ethics 
panel’s discussion (see Fig. 1).

During the first phase of a PaRA, the DE team works closely with the business 
unit that has submitted the enquiry to gather all necessary information and prepare a 
clear problem statement. The PaRA tool provides a questionnaire to record the initial 
question as well as relevant details on the technology, business model, likely future 
developments and customers. The DE team then analyses this information to formu-
late a problem statement that is both specific and actionable. Statements should be 
focused on a single topic and revolve around a genuine ethical problem.
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During the second phase of the PaRA process, the DE team scrutinises this problem 
statement and background information to determine which principles of the CoDE 
may be at risk in the use case. This principle assessment phase consists of two stages. 
First, the PaRA asks a series of three basic questions for each of the 15 subsidiary 
principles outlined in the CoDE to identify any that may be affected. These questions 
are directly derived from the CoDE’s guidelines, each of which corresponds to one 
digital ethics principle (see Fig. 2).

To avoid every principle appearing affected, thresholds can be introduced. In the 
context of the PaRA, Merck has decided to consider a principle as affected only if 

Fig. 2 First stage of the principle assessment – Is a principle affected?

 

Fig. 1 The Principle-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA) tool
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at least two questions are answered with “yes”. This approach recognises that the 
CoDE’s guidelines, on which the questions are based, are formulated at a general 
level, and as such, there is a high likelihood that at least one question will be answered 
affirmatively. The drawback of such a threshold is that the analysis may overlook a 
principle that is severely affected but in only one aspect. To address this issue, users 
who complete the PaRA questionnaire can manually request further analysis if they 
believe a principle may be at risk, even if it does not meet the threshold for being 
considered affected. By offering this option, the PaRA process remains flexible and 
responsive to the unique circumstances of each use case, ensuring that ethical consid-
erations are always given the attention they deserve.

Once a principle has been marked as affected, the second stage of the principle 
assessment phase begins. A tool such as the PaRA should provide a thorough yet 
flexible means to determine if a principle is at risk in the given use case. Careful 
assessment of potential risks should involve looking at a variety of angles from which 
a principle’s integrity may be compromised. To fulfil this requirement, Merck has 
developed a series of three or four more detailed questions for each principle to be 
examined in the second stage of the PaRA’s principle assessment. These questions 
are drawn from the more detailed definitions of the principle behind each guideline, 
which are also given in the CoDE (see Fig. 3). A principle is considered at risk if at 
least one out of three, or two out of four, detailed questions are answered with “yes”. 
If this threshold is met, the user is prompted to provide a more detailed explanation 
for each affirmative answer, along with brief notes on why and how the principle is 
at risk. Here, too, users can override the threshold and manually highlight a principle 
“at risk”, if necessary.

The third and final phase of the PaRA involves generating an automated report 
to present the results of the PaRA exercise. The report provides the case summary 
and problem statement collected in phase one of the PaRA, along with a graphical 
summary of which of the CoDE’s principles are affected and at risk. Additionally, it 
includes details of all endangered principles and their corresponding core principles, 
as well as the explanations provided during the PaRA process. For full transparency, 
an appendix displays the complete set of questions and answers of this particular 
PaRA. The PaRA report is then used to prepare and guide the subsequent discussion 
of the DEAP.

We believe that this design of the PaRA serves well to fill the principles-to-prac-
tice gap for ethics panel work. An approach such as the one described here satisfies 
the operationalisation requirements outlined in Sect. 3.1. By delivering a report that 
clearly shows which principles may be at risk and why, the PaRA helps to structure 
DEAP discussions in alignment with Merck’s CoDE. The tool itself follows a reliably 
structured procedure for selecting and preparing problems and for applying ethical 
principles to a specific problem and ensures full and transparent documentation of the 
process. This encourages the DEAP to take a similarly structured approach in its rea-
soning and recommendations, thus helping panel members to avoid merely intuitive 
interpretations and arbitrary decisions. Finally, having clear responsibilities assigned 
to Merck’s DE team for liaising between panel and business units, employing the 
PaRA tool and documenting subsequent DEAP discussions, ensures the process is 
carried out reliably with effective communication between all involved parties.
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4 Example Case: Comprehensibility of Consent Forms for Data 
Shared by Syntropy

After having outlined the requirements and process for developing a dedicated tool 
to operationalise digital ethics principles for advisory panel work and having illus-
trated how Merck has implemented this with the PaRA tool, we would now like to 
discuss the application of such a tool in more detail. Syntropy was established in 
2018 to combine Merck’s expertise in healthcare and life science with the software 
company Palantir’s data and analytics platform, Foundry. The purpose of Syntropy 
is to provide secure sharing and effective analysis of clinical research data. The plat-
form facilitates the structuring and analysis of data from disparate sources, enabling 
experts from different institutions to collaborate while safeguarding data ownership 
(Merck, 2018).

Due to its focus on work with sensitive patient data, Syntropy has been an impor-
tant driver in inspiring the creation of the DEAP and the CoDE. It has also been one 
of the major sources of enquiries to the DEAP. One of the first problem statements 

Fig. 3 Second stage of the principle assessment – Is a principle at risk?
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to be subjected to a PaRA was submitted by Syntropy, addressing ethical concerns 
about patient consent in a data-sharing context. This example case illustrates how 
Merck’s CoDE was applied to this enquiry with the help of the PaRA tool and how 
this helped to identify key ethical issues in a concise yet comprehensive manner. It 
also shows how the PaRA laid the groundwork for a structured and constructive dis-
cussion by the DEAP that resulted in tangible recommendations.

4.1 Challenges to Informed Consent in the Digital Era

Informed Consent is a cornerstone of ethical research involving humans (Eyal, 
2019). It has found broad uptake in regulations and widely accepted ethical principles 
in medicine (World Medical Association, 2013; Council for International Organiza-
tions for Medical Science, 2002; Office of Human Subjects Research, 2013). The 
increasing amount of health data being generated and analysed promises significant 
advances in biomedical research and applications if such data are shared, but this 
raises questions about the appropriate balance between individual privacy and the 
public good. (Ballantyne & Schaefer, 2018; Datenethikkommission, 2019).

Recombining data from various sources in large pools and analysing them with 
the help of increasingly complex algorithms creates novel ethical challenges. For 
example, it may be difficult to predict at the point of data collection where, how or 
by whom data will be used. Moreover, the analysis may reveal unexpected findings 
about patients or their relatives, and data may be susceptible to de-anonymisation, 
which can lead to individuals being re-identified and exposing sensitive health infor-
mation to potential abuse. Because of these uncertainties, there is growing concern 
over third-party-access to health data and widespread aversion to sharing data with 
health insurance and private pharmaceutical companies (Joly et al., 2015; Patil et al., 
2016; Tosoni et al., 2021).

Traditional models of informed consent may be ill-suited to big data projects as 
they can simultaneously fall short on two fronts. They often fail to both facilitate 
meaningful data sharing and to ensure adequate data protection and patient autonomy 
regarding future data use (McKeown et al., 2021; Deutscher Ethikrat, 2017). In addi-
tion, legally permissible business practices based on current standards for consent 
procedures may still be found unethical (Schnebele et al., 2020). For example, con-
sent forms may be hard to comprehend (Manta et al., 2021; Dickert, 2020), lack 
clarity about how data will be used or shared (Spence et al., 2018) and offer limited 
options for patients or their surrogate decision makers to express their preferences in 
more modular or dynamic ways, such as consenting to some types of data use but not 
others (Spencer et al., 2016).

4.2 Consent Procedures Applied to Data Used by Syntropy

The background information collected during the first phase of the PaRA shows that 
the Syntropy business model is based on the utilisation of highly sensitive patient data 
provided by health system institutions. Syntropy enables data curation and aggre-
gation for health system institutions to power their research and analytics. Health 
system institutions may also offer their data to collaborate with other research institu-
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tions or industry partners that require clinical data. These customers pay a license fee 
for using Syntropy. If a customer engages in a collaboration where payment is made 
to them, Syntropy may collect a commission. Importantly, Syntropy does not take 
ownership or control of the data and will only work with or do analysis of the data at 
the request of the data source provider.

Patients provide consent via the institution or organisation where the data is col-
lected (e.g., health system institutions or research organisations), including general 
data consent and specific study consent. In the USA, where Syntropy’s current data 
sources are based, general data consent is obtained when patients enter a medical 
facility for treatment and can be quite broad, to allow the sharing and reusing of 
deidentified data in a business context, e.g., for billing purposes. There may be little 
provision for patients to find out afterwards how exactly their data has been used. 
Consent procedures for specific clinical trials are more stringent and audited by an 
institutional review board, but even here variability still exists.

Syntropy does not oversee or audit research organisations’ patient consent mecha-
nisms. As a result, it is not clear if and in how far Syntropy can proactively contrib-
ute to making its business (and patient data use in this business) comprehensible to 
patients. It is also unclear to what degree Syntropy is accountable for the compre-
hensibility of consent forms at research organisations and what measures Syntropy 
should consider based on this level of accountability.

4.3 A Principle-at-Risk Analysis of Syntropy’s Approach to Consent 
Comprehensibility

Given the context presented above, the problem statement submitted into the second 
phase of the PaRA was: “Should Syntropy care about the comprehensibility of con-
sent?” Putting this problem statement and the background information through the 
PaRA identified the following principles that are at risk and require further consider-
ation and ethical analysis (see Fig. 4).

Firstly, the core principle autonomy is affected via its subsidiary principles privacy 
and literacy. Respect for privacy requires that patients can determine what informa-
tion is shared with others, especially when this involves sensitive medical data, and 
they can potentially be identified. Literacy is important to ensure patients can make 
informed and autonomous decisions during the consent process. Patients must be 

Fig. 4 Overview of the principles at risk identified for the Syntropy use case on patient consent. Affect-
ed principles that are also at risk are marked red; those that are affected but not at risk are marked green
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able to understand how their data may be used, which in turn requires organisa-
tions to take appropriate measures to inform and educate patients about their consent 
procedures.

Secondly, the core principle non-maleficence is affected via its subsidiary princi-
ple accountability. Syntropy’s current dependency on business partners to handle the 
consent process may require the alignment of responsibilities to ensure that account-
ability is properly distributed and fulfilled.

Finally, the core principle transparency is affected via its subsidiary principle com-
prehensibility. Valid consent requires patients to understand the processes and impli-
cations of data sharing and analysis, which may require communication efforts to 
address the specific challenges of big data analytics and cater to diverse backgrounds 
of patients.

The PaRA’s results unequivocally support the importance of patient consent and 
comprehensibility in Syntropy’s business model. They provide an affirmative answer 
to the original problem statement and confirm that these issues require the company’s 
attention. By highlighting which principles are at risk and why, the PaRA provided 
the necessary context for the DEAP to prioritise ethical principles and explore pos-
sible mitigation strategies. As a result, the DEAP’s ensuing deliberations focused on 
formulating actionable recommendations to address these issues.

Ensuring trust is essential for the success of large-scale medical data sharing 
such as that at the core of Syntropy’s business model. Thus, the DEAP discussed 
the importance of transparency to avoid patient exploitation and reputational dam-
age and to obtain patient buy-in. Transparency is also closely linked, and in many 
ways a prerequisite, to autonomy (Becker et al., 2022), which is why information is 
crucial for autonomous patient decisions. Challenges to truly informed consent hinge 
on transparency as data moves in increasingly complex socio-digital ecosystems 
that severely reduce the scope for informed decisions at the point of data collection 
(Deutscher Ethikrat, 2017). Finally, the DEAP identified accountability (as a compo-
nent of non-maleficence) as a key consideration for potential mitigation measures, 
including the question of what the specific accountabilities of Syntropy should be.

4.4 Recommendations Developed on the Basis of the Principle-at-Risk Analysis

Syntropy is not currently positioned to interfere with consent procedures carried out 
by partner organisations that collect patient data. The DEAP therefore explored other 
ways of ensuring and improving adequate consent procedures and achieving proac-
tive communication about Syntropy’s offerings and the way it handles patient data. 
Following the discussion, the DEAP gave the following recommendations:

Firstly, Syntropy should consider implementing mechanisms for regularly check-
ing the reputational status of its business partners, including both data providers and 
data consumers, especially before starting a collaboration. This should focus on mini-
mum consent standards and, in addition, data security standards that can be checked 
before entering a partnership. Secondly, to ensure transparency of consent procedures 
and promote patient literacy, Syntropy should take proactive steps to engage with 
the public. This could involve collaborating with patient representatives and patient 
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advocacy groups such as Friends of Cancer Research or initiating dialogues with 
stakeholders who may have reservations about digital health.

Although these recommendations are non-binding, Syntropy has embraced them 
and is currently implementing various activities. To enhance patient engagement, a 
patient representative is now acting as a guest advisor in all DEAP sessions related to 
medical contexts. In addition, Syntropy has completed initial work on vetting busi-
ness partners, by looking into existing practices across the organisation and tools 
used in the process. Based on this, Syntropy is currently drafting specific vetting 
procedures and will test and refine them using existing and potential partners as 
examples. Once finalised, Syntropy will implement these new vetting procedures 
across the organisation.

Syntropy is actively collaborating with its existing customers and partners to build 
better consent standards. Their joint efforts are currently focused on developing a 
partnership-based consent model, in which the patient is regarded as an “educated 
ally”. In recent follow-up work, the DEAP has encouraged the team tasked with this 
project to further explore and implement the latest guidance and insights from other 
areas where consent has evolved from being a mere risk management approach to 
cascading, dynamic or meta-consent models (Loe et al., 2015; Ploug & Holm, 2016; 
Boers & Bredenoord, 2018; Teare et al., 2021), such as biobanking or non-profit 
research initiatives (e.g., Count Me In2, All of Us3, MIDATA4). Building on this foun-
dation, Syntropy will develop initial recommendations and test them with existing 
and prospective partners, paving the way for the implementation of the new process.

5 Discussion

The Principles-at-Risk Analysis (PaRA) tool was designed to operationalise Merck’s 
CoDE specifically for the work of Merck’s DEAP. We believe it offers a promising 
approach to standardising the application of digital ethics principles for the work of 
an ethics panel, a context that has received little consideration in the literature until 
now.

While experts on an ethics panel may be proficient in ethical discourse, ensur-
ing that they apply ethical principles consistently and transparently in ways that are 
comprehensible to other stakeholders is crucial to supporting and driving operation-
alisation at other levels of an organisation (Morley et al., 2021a). This task should 
not be underestimated, even for Merck’s DEAP, which is committed to safeguarding 
the company’s digital ethics strategy and was involved in the creation and refinement 
of the CoDE. Applying the resulting guidelines to specific use cases remains a chal-
lenge even in such a set-up. Both the size and thematic breadth of the company and 
the interdisciplinary nature of the DEAP necessitate care to avoid ambiguities and 
misunderstandings caused by variations in terminology and traditions across differ-
ent business sectors or academic disciplines (Schiff et al., 2021). Similar constraints 

2 https://joincountmein.org/about-us. Retrieved September 17, 2022.
3 https://allofus.nih.gov/about. Retrieved September 17, 2022.
4 https://www.midata.coop/en/home/. Retrieved September 17, 2022.
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likely apply in other companies and organisations that work with digital ethics pan-
els. Moreover, even among digital ethics professionals, there is often a tendency 
to rely on intuition rather than systematically engage with principles (Hirsch et al., 
2021). Because a digital ethics panel’s discussion time is limited, it is also important 
to be careful in selecting topics for its attention and to clearly define the meanings 
and objectives of the issues to be discussed. This is critical to ensure meetings can be 
effective and address the most pressing concerns.

The PaRA also helps the DEAP to formulate advice that is convincing to recipi-
ents. Recommendations based on clearly identified links between use case aspects 
and the components of the CoDE will be more plausible and easier for business lead-
ers to understand. This increases the likelihood that the DEAP’s advice will be taken 
seriously while reinforcing a shared commitment to the CoDE as a foundation for 
company decisions. Such effective recommendations and assertiveness are especially 
desirable when digital ethics panel recommendations are non-binding (Wong & Flo-
ridi, 2022). Having a process like the PaRA in place also helps to alleviate concerns 
around ethics-washing. A tool that structures and documents the application of ethi-
cal principles by an ethics panel makes it easier to keep track of the impacts of panel 
work and follow up on a panel’s recommendations. This may not only improve the 
trust of external stakeholders that an organisation is serious about its ethics panel’s 
work but also assure the advisors who sit on the panel that their work is of value and 
help to entrench a corporate culture of addressing ethical questions on all levels.

The PaRA tool offers two main benefits. Firstly, it facilitates screening and prepa-
ration of topics for the DEAP by providing structured questionnaires to collect back-
ground information about each use case and to systematically check if and how each 
of the CoDE’s principles and corresponding guidelines are affected by the problem 
statement. By following this standardised process, ethical issues relevant to the case 
can be identified consistently and reliably. These are important steps towards making 
the digital ethics code actionable. Lack of actionability has been identified as a key 
shortcoming of many earlier operationalisation attempts (Morley et al., 2020).

Secondly, the PaRA’s output provides clear guidance and structure for the DEAP’s 
discussions in alignment with the CoDE. By explicitly linking the issues at hand to 
the principle definitions in the CoDE, the PaRA report enables constructive discus-
sions that can quickly identify the parties responsible for specific issues and plausible 
actions to minimise and mitigate the risks. This is particularly important for suc-
cessful operationalisation and avoiding diffusion of responsibility, which has been 
highlighted as a key concern (Floridi, 2019; Morley et al., 2021a, b; Mökander et al., 
2022a).

The example case presented here shows that the PaRA tool’s structured approach 
has proven useful in guiding the DEAP’s discussions of ethical issues related to 
patient consent collected by clinical centres working with Syntropy. By clearly iden-
tifying which of the CoDE’s principles were at risk in the given use case, the PaRA 
report helped the DEAP to quickly hone in on the issues that required the company’s 
attention and to identify potential risks to patient autonomy and potentially unclear 
levels of accountability among Merck and its partner organisations.

Equally, the focus on principles at risk helped to identify potential solutions: 
improve the comprehensibility of consent procedures and increase patient literacy. 
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By displaying detailed explanations of each risk along with the affected guidelines of 
the CoDE, the PaRA report aided in the development of specific recommendations 
for improvements based on the commitments made in the CoDE and the constraints 
of the case, such as Syntropy’s limited ability to interfere with the consent procedures 
of its partner organisations.

Although the PaRA tool was developed specifically to match the structure of Mer-
ck’s CoDE and the workflow and scope of the DEAP, we believe that there are impor-
tant general lessons to be learnt and best practices to be devised from the example 
provided by Merck. The key elements of the PaRA and the general requirements for 
the development of such a tool that we have outlined here can be adapted to other 
configurations. Other companies and organisations can learn from our approach and 
tailor it to match their own specific guidelines, departmental set-up, and digital ethics 
support infrastructure to support the work of their ethics panel. For example, while 
the exact content and structure of digital ethics guidelines may differ between organ-
isations, the rationale behind the PaRA can be applied to any set of guidelines. By 
developing a structured translation of guidelines into questions that can be applied 
in a transparent and reproducible manner to individual use cases, organisations can 
aid the work of their ethics panels and the implementation of their recommendations, 
regardless of the specific set-up of their guidelines.

Our work highlights the importance of having detailed and comprehensive prin-
ciples and guidelines that are formulated with operationalisation in mind. This was 
a priority during the development of Merck’s CoDE (Becker et al., 2022) and it was 
crucial in devising a structured approach like the PaRA. Some digital ethics guide-
lines may not be as readily suited for the development of a tool like the PaRA because 
they are too “lofty” (Mittelstadt, 2019) and lack sufficient content and guidance to 
facilitate effective operationalisation. For instance, they may be heterogeneous in 
their level of reference and mix focus on direct action and organisational elements 
or be unclear about their underlying principles. Ideally, operationalisation should be 
considered from the very beginning of the development of a digital ethics code. But, 
in cases where this has not been possible, organisations can enhance their guidelines 
with additional details to aid the development of structured tools like the PaRA.

Finally, we highly recommend involving a digital ethics service infrastructure in 
both the design phase of such tools and their later implementation. Its members can 
be the first contact point for different stakeholders, operate key stages of tools like 
the PaRA and contribute to effectively communicating results. A dedicated Digital 
Ethics (DE) office has worked well at Merck, but other set-ups may work as well, for 
example digital ethics officers in different business units (Hirsch et al., 2021). The 
key requirement here is to clearly assign responsibility for spotting ethical issues, 
bringing them to the attention of the digital ethics panels and other stakeholders, and 
working with tools such as the PaRA.
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6 Conclusion & Outlook

Our work offers insights into how the operationalisation of digital ethics is being 
implemented on the ground. We discuss requirements for linking ethical principles to 
the work of an ethics panel and show how Merck has implemented and standardised 
such a process with its PaRA tool. By sharing the development of this tool along with 
a practical example of its application, we respond to the demand for more bottom-up 
ethics in the private sector, more worked examples and more directive approaches 
(Mittelstadt, 2019; Morley et al., 2020, 2021a). Our focus on the role of an ethics 
panel, both as a recipient and as a driver of digital ethics operationalisation, addresses 
a critical area that has until now received little attention but is important for closing 
the operationalisation gap (Véliz, 2019; Blackman, 2021; Morley et al., 2021a; Wong 
& Floridi, 2022; Schultz & Seele, 2023). We have closely consulted the current lit-
erature on operationalisation throughout this project and hope that the process shared 
here can serve as a starting point for others looking to apply academic insights to 
their own digital ethics operationalisation efforts. Moreover, by presenting this work 
we acknowledge the need to pursue the translation of digital ethics into practice as 
a dialectical process (Mökander & Floridi, 2021). We explicitly invite constructive 
feedback and encourage further discussion and research on how to best close the 
operationalisation gap, both internally and within the wider community.

By actively participating in academic discourse, we also hope to gather valuable 
insights into the challenges we face as we continue to roll out the CoDE at Merck. 
Tools like the PaRA can only be one component of the multifaceted approach needed 
for digital ethics operationalisation (Mökander et al., 2021; Morley et al., 2021a). At 
Merck, we are currently working on three main areas to further develop our digital 
ethics operationalisation efforts. These include (1) training employees to integrate the 
CoDE in their workflows and to recognise potential issues; (2) developing procedures 
for dealing with problem statements that are not brought to the attention of the DEAP 
but still require digital ethics advice; and (3) integrating ethics risk assessments into 
highly automated processes as part of existing software workflows. We will share our 
insights in these areas to continue advocating for effective and transparent implemen-
tation of digital ethics and to create further best practice recommendations that may 
help other organisations to move their own operationalisation efforts forward.
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